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Introduction:  The forests treasures in India are very vast, diverse, open and vulnerable to all 

short of threat and damages. Lack of clear cut noticeable boundaries surrounded by forest cover 

in India create much confusion, trouble and legal issues to know about the actual line of forest 

control in most of the states in India. Most of the forest covers comes under class V and above 

(upto Class VIII) land classification. Which are generally having one or more problems like very 

poor in soil health, sloppy, rocky, prone to soil erosion and also having one or more soil physio-

Chemical problems. Conserving these tough terrains is really a challenge to make the forests 

cover productive, diverse and useful to the local society. Forest conservation is one of the 

topmost priorities to the Forest managers. How to do the forest conservation? Conserving flora, 

fauna and its physical ecosystem address the major part of conservation in addition to the 

anthropogenic interference –management. The key component in any management is addressing 

the basic resources; here soil (land) is one of the key resources.   Land (Soil) management is one 

of the major issues to protect, conserve and manage the Forest Resources. 

Land Management:  Basically Forests land should be kept free from any legal issues like illegal 

encroachment as such the forest boundaries are mostly lacking any prominent demarcation. It 

should be productive by means of creation of plantation and free from major soil erosion like 

gully development and riverine formation. It should be free from domestic cattle grazing which 

generally take away the actual source of fodder of inhabiting wild animals in the forest areas. 

Soil erosion is one of the major problem which creates the forest land barren and unproductive 

and make siltation at the drainage basin areas. We all know that our budgetary outlay for Forest 

Conservation is very meagre.  To address the some of the above said land management issues, 

schemes like MGNREGS is really gives ample opportunity to the Foresters through Cattle Proof 

Trenches (CPTs).  



Design:  The CPTs should be designed in such a way that the challenge/need should be 

addressed. For example if you are facing the problem of cattle grazing to your costlier plantation 

creation one can think of having a trenches size of at least four feet depth, four feet width and 

length of total boundary area  which will duly take care of the problem. In case of encroachment 

you may think of having three feet height, three feet width and length of land area boundary. In a 

sloppy forest cover   Soil erosion is the main concern, to address the issue CPTs of 3ft X 3ft 

across the slope at needful intervals will really reduces the erosion and improve the Soil 

Moisture regime of the area.  

Performance: Practically the CPTs performance in the forest areas is multi-purpose and 

immensely useful to address various forest conservation issues.  It is probably the only 

work/item in the MGNREGS projects creates maximum level of Man Days generation with 

least/negligible amount of materials use. It acts as a micro-reservoir to the newly created 

plantation.  At also performs like a physical fencing to the newly created forest cover. It may be 

considered as the best low cost protective measures against illegal land encroachment at village 

levels. It almost immobilizes the run- off water during the high intensity rainfall, which   

improves horizontal and vertical soil Moisture percolation. Many of our FPC areas were 

demarcated by this Trenches with the size of 3ft depth and 3ft width at needful length to make 

them confined in their forestry operation at their jurisdiction only to avoid land related disputes 

with adjacent FPCs.  CPTs are performing as a strong physical barrier against forest fire 

particularly for ground fire where Bankura and other southern districts in West Bengal is much 

vulnerable during scorching summer hot weather periods.  

 

 

 



 

What Bankura North Division done for the last few years on CPTs 

Sl No. Year CPTs 

( created in 

KM) 

Amount  

spend 

( ` in Lacs) 

Man Days Generated 

(`Approx.) 

1 2009-10 35.00 21.00 23,335 

2 2010-11 50.10 36.29 32,660 

3 2011-12 102.00 91.80 63,554 

Total work done for 187.10 km. 149.09 119549 

 

Some of the field picture of CPTs which were made in the recent years. 

 CPT was made to protect newly created plantation against domestic cattle grazing. 



          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      CPT made to harvest the rain water and to irrigate the adjacent Sal plantation. 

 



    CPT was made to control Ground fire during dry season.  

     CPT was made during 2009-10 is still serving the protection purpose.  

 



    CPT was made to demarcate forest land from adjacent non-Forest area. 

Summary:  As we are facing great threat on forest area encroachment by the vested interest 

group, we should keep our forest boundary clearly demarcated. Currently, our normal budgetary 

provision is not giving any scope to think of addressing this issue by making boundary pillars. 

Under this circumstances, we could make use of the open ended fund like MGNREGS Scheme 

fund to protect, conserve and manage our highly porated boundaries. Wherever our newly 

created forests are sharing boundary with local village establishment, domestic cattle grazing are 

being much challenges to those plantation, CPTs are the best solution to this problem. Under 

FRC (Forest Right Act, 2006) implementation plots also CPTs are much useful to delineate the 

forest land used for non-Forestry purposes.  
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